
Products  

Application 

Construction 

Trafalgar FyreCHOKE Collar 
Trafalgar FyreFLEX Sealant  

Fire stopping of multiple PVC 
conduits, both flexible and rigid, 
with cables through a 100mm 
diam core-drilled concrete floor 

Concrete floor min 150mm thick
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Installation Instructions 

1. Surfaces to be sealed must be clean, dry and 
free from dust, dirt, grease and other contamination.

2. Aperture size 100mm diam

3. Fill the annular gap between the conduit and 
the floor slab with Trafalgar FyreFLEX sealant to a 
depth of 20mm to bottom side of floor.

4. Fit the 100mm Trafalgar FyreCHOKE Collar 
around the conduit and fix to the underside of the 
slab with M6x50mm masonry anchors through the 
collar's brackets.

5. Then finish with Trafalgar FyreFLEX sealant 
inside the collar between the collar and the conduits 
to the full depth of the collar.
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Trafalgar FyreCHOKE Collar - Concrete Floor 
Multiple PVC Conduits (Rigid or Flexible) 

with or without Cables
System/FPA Register ID# FC740

For all technical details on the products specified 
please refer to the technical data sheets that can 
be found on www.firestopcentre.co.nz 

Fire Classification

Up to 10 PVC conduits, flexible or rigid, up to 
25mm diam, either empty or containing a 
standard power, data or fibre optic cable.

Apply 20mm Trafalgar FyreFLEX sealant to the 
bottom annular space between conduit and 
floor slab.
Then attach 100mm Trafalgar FyreCHOKE Collar 
to the underside of slab and fill the annular gap 
between the inside of the collar and the 
conduits with Trafalgar FyreFLEX sealant to a 
depth of 20mm.
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